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About This Game

Hero Boy is a 2D beat-em-up/horror game set inside the notebook of Max, an 8 year old boy chronicling a zombie outbreak.
Max, a daydreamer who struggles with bullies in school and has difficulty making friends, is thrust into the middle of the

outbreak. As Max witnesses the world crumbling around him, his usually fun doodles become more twisted. You must fight
through hordes of enemies...imaginary and real...in order to survive.

Hero Boy is a beat-em-up in the vein of Golden Axe and Double Dragon. Using combos will let you do moves that deal more
damage along with other effects like increased knockback and stuns. As you defeat more enemies, your charge meter will fill
up. Once it's filled, you'll be able to use your special move. You unlock new special moves as the game progresses that grant
different benefits. The game has a wide variety of enemies to fight who will make use of a combination of melee, ranged, or

area of effect attacks. You'll be fighting these enemies in different combinations as you progress.
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My eyes are bleeding. Great couch pvp for up to 4 players. Good variety, easy to pick up, hard to master, etc. In rotation with
Towerfall and Rocket League for when friends and family are around. Buy it!. IT'S CHUUNI.
IT'S CHUUNI AS F**K,. Check out my video at 2:25 for a brief overview of Beckett

https://youtu.be/UTIO5cB90hE. I bought this during the Steam summer sale for a very reasonable pprice and have been
extremly pleased with the purchase. I agree with another reviewer that this game is a little gem. If you enjoy turn based games
buy this, you won't regret it.. Pros
+Dynamics
+Jet mechanics (and to lesser degree drone mechanics)
+Different situations like train fights, rocket flying, etc.
Cons
-Some weapons are plain useless
-Extremely tight positioning and timing in latter levels
-No checkpoints before bosses
I like this kind of games and even I beat it with quite an effort at later stages (final stage is too easy though). Casual players may
never finish the game as the difficulty spikes and rarity of checkpoints are strong in this game.. This is a hard, challenging, and
fun game. I highly recommend this game to fans of Mega man or... no just no not dark souls... any old school game.. Cyberpunk
kill bill. Very rewarding tight gameplay but really punishes you when you make a mistake.

Reminds me a lot of enter the gungeon but the gear gives you special abilities.
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i'd die for this game.. Loved this in the initial Aerofly FS. Glad to have it back and for a fair price. Still my favourite photoreal
scenery in any sim to date. Thanks!. Should have come with the Legacy of Rome expansion.

WTF Paradox.. Thanks for Linux support.. Excellent first chapter!. In 4hrs of play time so far, this game has crash more often
that my 8hrs in Batman AK. Needs to patch the several issues raised in the forums. Fundamentally the racing is fun, AI on
legend will test your abilities (and frustration since they love to hit you in the back), but several issues make this a love, hate
thing at the moment. I would suggest buying if you're in desperate need of an F1 game, if not hold off your purchase till it's
fixed (if ever) and\/or a price drop.

Pros:
=AI much more competitive that previous game, sometimes overly so.
=Graphically looks good and runs at a stable and good fps (Avg ~110 for me) on 1440p, 980Ti.

Cons:
=Damage model severly underwhelming (Go full speed into a wall and you will be shocked at what happen, in a bad way)
=Stuck at 2nd gear after exiting the pits, unable to up or downshift until the end of the white line at the side
=No race weekend weather info in championship mode (Spent practise optimising dry setup only to be greeted with a wet qualy.
Game crashed during qualy, load back and it suddenly became a dry qualy)
=No career mode and safety car
=AI loves to crash into you from the back.
=Can't find any online lobbies to play

*Updated on 11 Jul to include more cons.. A very simple, minimalist, game that looks very cute, and is slightly challenging if
you are playing it casually as a completionist. Controller support is very solid, might even work if it's a NES controller with its
very few buttons. The animations are nice, pretty fluid and dynamic and the soundtrack may sound repetitive, but it's all related
to themed levels so it works pretty fine and sounds nostalgic. It's worth the 9$ and would be cool to see a bigger sequel in the
future.. Such a cute little game! It was a little sad but happy in the end :'). If you compare this game with the more famous then
the first thing that comes to mind is the game "Total War: Shogun 2 - Fall of the Samurai". In both games there are two game
modes - a turn-based strategy and a battle sim in real time. In contrast to the "Fall of the Samurai" the main characters of this
game are warships. We can say that this is a light naval version of the games of the "Total War" series. Not everyone wants to
understand that both games are difficult for mastering a beginner. It's more difficult to understand this game, but you can do it
already playing.

These games differ in the level of realism and historicity of units and battles. In my opinion, the series "Total War" was never a
historical wargame. But in "Philippines 1898' everything is serious and realistic, but not so beautiful and fast. Sometimes one
only has to observe the course of the naval battle without interfering with it.

If you are not afraid to spend several evenings to understand the rules of the game, you will get a unique chance to play in a very
realistic simulator of sea battles. As the "Distant Guns", if you understand what I mean.... A classic match 3 franchise that made
up a majority of my childhood, I can always reccomend this entire series (minus Luxor Mahjongg)
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